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Abstract
Using BRST-BV formulation of relativistic dynamics, arbitrary spin massless and massive field
propagating in flat space and arbitrary spin massless fields propagating in AdS space are consid-
ered. For such fields, BRST-BV Lagrangians invariant under gauge transformations are obtained.
The Lagrangians and gauge transformations are built in terms of traceless gauge fields and traceless
gauge transformation parameters. The use of the Poincare´ parametrization of AdS space allows us
to get simple BRST-BV Lagrangian for AdS fields. By imposing the Siegel gauge condition, we
get gauge-fixed Lagrangian which leads to decoupled equations of motion for AdS fields. Such
equations of motion considerably simplify the study of AdS/CFT correspondence. In the basis of
conformal algebra, realization of relativistic symmetries on space of fields and antifields entering
the BRST-BV formulation of AdS fields is obtained.
∗ E-mail: metsaev@lpi.ru
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1 Introduction
BRST approach [1] arisen as method that simplified analysis of the Slavnov-Taylor identities [2]
in gauge field theories. At the present time, the BRST approach is the main method for studying
ultraviolet divergencies and for building the relativistic invariant and finite S-matrix in gauge field
theories. Moreover, the various extended versions of the BRST approach, which involve the anti-
fields, turn out to be not only powerful approaches for studying quantum properties of quantized
gauge field theories but also efficient approaches for building classical gauge field theories [3]. In
this paper, it is the extended versions of the BRST approach that will be refereed to as BRST-BV
formulation of relativistic dynamics.
On the one hand, theory of massless higher-spin fields in AdS space [4] is interesting candidate
for the role of the theory of all fundamental interactions. On the other hand, the duality conjecture
by Maldacena triggered interest not only in studying the string/gauge theory dualities but also led
to new interesting applications of the massless higher-spin field theory to the study of conformal
field theory. Interrelation between field theories in AdS space and conformal field theories on the
boundary of AdS space is governed by so called effective action. The effective action can be de-
fined through a continual integral over AdS fields with some special boundary conditions imposed
on boundary values of AdS fields. The boundary values of AdS fields are identified with shadow
fields, while the variational derivatives of the effective action with respect to the shadow fields
are considered as correlation functions of the boundary conformal field theory, which, according
to the duality conjecture, is dual to bulk theory of AdS fields. This is to say that the problem of
computation of the effective action is important for the study of AdS/CFT correspondence.
In view of importance for the study of AdS/CFT correspondence, the effective action has ac-
tively been investigated in the literature. In quadratic approximation, the tree-level effective action
for massless spin-1, spin-2, and arbitrary spin massless AdS fields was computed in the respective
Refs.[5, 6, 7], while the tree-level effective action for massive spin-1, spin-2 and arbitrary spin
AdS fields was evaluated in the respective Refs. [8, 9, 10] (see also Ref.[11]). Discussion of the
group-theoretical issues related to the problem of computation of the effective action may be found
in Refs.[12]-[14]. Computation of n-point tree-level correlation functions for the massless higher-
spin field theory was discussed in Refs.[15] (see also interesting recent Refs.[16]). Discussion of
various aspects of one-loop quantum effective action may be found, e.g., in Refs.[17].
In Ref.[18], we begun the study of the effective action by using the BRST approach. Namely,
using the metric like formulation of arbitrary spin AdS fields and modified de Donder gauge con-
dition found in Refs.[19, 20], and applying the standard Faddeev-Popov procedure, we obtained
simple action for free arbitrary spin AdS fields which is invariant under global BRST transforma-
tions and applied such action to the study of AdS/CFT correspondence. In the present paper, we
obtain simple BRST-BV action for massless arbitrary spin AdS fields which is invariant under local
gauge transformation and adapted to the study of AdS/CFT correspondence. Also we demonstrate
that the action found in Ref.[18] can be obtained from the BRST-BV action in this paper by using
the Siegel gauge condition.
Our BRST-BV formulations of fields in Rd−1,1 and AdSd+1 have many common features.
Therefore, just to illustrate our approach, in Sec.2, we discuss BRST-BV formulation of totally
symmetric arbitrary spin massless and massive fields propagating in flat space Rd−1,1. In Sec.3,
using the Poincare´ parametrization of AdS space, we obtain BRST-BV Lagrangian for totally
symmetric arbitrary spin massless fields in AdSd+1. Such Lagrangian, when using the Siegel
gauge condition, leads to decoupled equations of motion which considerably simplify the study
of AdS/CF correspondence. Also we discuss realization of relativistic symmetries of the so(d, 2)
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algebra on space of gauge fields and antifields entering BRST-BV approach.
2 Massless and massive fields in Rd−1,1
In this Section, just to illustrate our BRST-BV formulation, we consider totally symmetric arbitrary
spin massless and massive fields propagating in flat space Rd−1,1.
Massless fields. To describe field content entering the BRST-BV formulation we introduce Grass-
mann coordinate θ, Grassmann even oscillators αa, and Grassmann odd oscillators η, ρ. The
oscillators αa transform as vector of the Lorentz algebra so(d−1, 1), while θ and the oscillators η,
ρ transform as scalars of the Lorentz algebra. Using θ and the oscillators, we introduce a ket-vector
|Φ〉 = Φ(x, θ, α, η, ρ)|0〉 , (2.1)
where x stands for coordinates xa of space-time Rd−1,1. Note that, by definition, field Φ (2.1)
is Grassmann even. Usual fields depending on the space-time coordinates xa are obtained by
expanding Φ (2.1) into the Grassmann coordinate θ and the oscillators αa, η, ρ. For the description
of massless spin-s field, we impose the following algebraic constraints on ket-vector |Φ〉 (2.1),
(Nα +Nη +Nρ − s)|Φ〉 = 0 , (2.2)
α¯2|Φ〉 = 0 . (2.3)
Definition of the operators Nα, Nη, Nρ, α¯2 may be found in Appendix (see relations (A.4), (A.5)).
Constraint (2.2) tells us that the ket-vector |Φ〉 is degree-s homogeneous polynomial in the oscilla-
tors αa, η, ρ, while constraint (2.3) implies that fields obtained by expanding the ket-vector Φ (2.1)
into the oscillators αa are traceless tensor fields of the Lorentz algebra so(d− 1, 1).
To illustrate tensor fields entering ket-vector |Φ〉 (2.1), we note that the expansion of the ket-
vector |Φ〉 into the Grassmann coordinate θ and the Grassmann odd oscillators η, ρ can be presented
as
|Φ〉 = |φ〉+ θ|φ∗〉 , (2.4)
|φ〉 = |φI〉+ ρ|c〉+ η|c¯〉+ ρη|φII〉 , (2.5)
|φ∗〉 = |φI∗〉+ ρ|c¯∗〉+ η|c∗〉+ ρη|φII∗〉 . (2.6)
Ket-vectors appearing on right hand side in (2.5), (2.6) depend on the vector oscillators αa. Let
us consider the ket-vectors appearing in (2.5). Taking into account (2.2), we find that ket-vectors
(2.5) depend on the oscillators αa as
|φI〉 = 1
s!
αa1 . . . αasφa1...as
I
(x)|0〉 , (2.7)
|c〉 = 1
(s− 1)!α
a1 . . . αas−1ca1...as−1(x)|0〉 , (2.8)
|c¯〉 = 1
(s− 1)!α
a1 . . . αas−1 c¯a1...as−1(x)|0〉 , (2.9)
|φII〉 = 1
(s− 2)!α
a1 . . . αas−2φ
a1...as−2
II (x)|0〉 . (2.10)
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From relations (2.7)-(2.10), we find the field content which enters the ket-vectors in (2.5). Namely,
we see that there is one rank-s tensor field denoted by φa1...as
I
, two rank-(s−1) tensor fields denoted
by ca1...as−1 , c¯a1...as−1 , and one rank-(s − 2) tensor field denoted by φa1...as−2II . All just mentioned
tensor fields are totally symmetric. Constraint (2.3) implies that all fields are the traceless tensors
of the so(d − 1, 1) algebra. Note also that representation of the ket-vectors of antifields (2.6) in
terms of the respective tensor antifields takes the same form as in (2.7)-(2.10). To summarize, our
ket-vector |Φ〉 describes fields and antifields which are totally symmetric traceless tensors of the
Lorentz algebra so(d− 1, 1).
BRST-BV Lagrangian. In the framework of BRST-BV approach, the general representation for
gauge-invariant action of fields and antifields in Rd−1,1 takes the form [3]
S =
∫
ddxL , L = 1
2
∫
dθ〈Φ|Q|Φ〉 . (2.11)
BRST operator Q entering Lagrangian (2.11) can be presented as
Q = θ(✷−M2) +Mηa∂a +Mη +Mηη∂θ , (2.12)
where ✷ = ∂a∂a stands for the D’Alembert operator in Rd−1,1, while ∂θ stands for left derivative
of the Grassmann coordinate, ∂θ = ∂/∂θ. From (2.12), we see that the BRST operator is entirely
defined by the operators M2, Mηa, Mη , Mηη . These operators depend on the oscillators and
do not depend on the Grassmann coordinate θ, the coordinates xa of space-time Rd−1,1, and the
derivatives ∂θ, ∂a. The operator M2 is square of the mass operator. The operators Mηa, Mη , Mηη
will be referred to as spin operators in this paper. The equation Q2 = 0 leads to the following
(anti)commutation relations for the spin operators and the operator M2,
{Mηa,Mηb} = −2ηabMηη , (2.13)
{Mη,Mη} = 2M2Mηη , (2.14)
[M2,Mηa] = 0 , [M2,Mη] = 0 , [M2,Mηη] = 0 , (2.15)
{Mηa,Mη} = 0 , [Mηa,Mηη ] = 0 , [Mη,Mηη] = 0 . (2.16)
Gauge symmetries of the action (2.11) are given by
δ|Φ〉 = Q|Ξ〉, (2.17)
where the gauge transformation parameter ket-vector |Ξ〉 depends on the Grassmann coordinate θ
and the oscillators αa, η, ρ. By definition, the ket-vector |Ξ〉 satisfies the algebraic constraints,
|Ξ〉 = Ξ(x, θ, α, η, ρ)|0〉 , (2.18)
(Nα +Nη +Nρ − s)|Ξ〉 = 0 , (2.19)
α¯2|Ξ〉 = 0 , (2.20)
where Ξ (2.18) is Grassmann odd. Comparing (2.2), (2.3) and (2.19), (2.20), we see that the
ket-vectors |Ξ〉 and |Φ〉 satisfy the same algebraic constraints. Therefore, taking into account our
analysis of the algebraic constraints for the ket-vector |Φ〉, we conclude that the ket-vector |Ξ〉
is built in terms of gauge transformation parameters which are totally symmetric traceless tensor
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fields of the Lorentz algebra so(d − 1, 1). Also we note that the representation of the ket-vector
|Ξ〉 in terms of the tensor fields is obtained simply by replacing gauge fields in (2.7)-(2.10) by the
tensor fields of the gauge transformation parameters.
To summarize, the procedure for building the gauge-invariant action and the corresponding
gauge transformations amounts to the problem for building the BRST operator. In turn, the pro-
cedure for building the BRST operator amounts to the problem for the building a realization for
the spin operators which satisfy the (anti)commutation relations given in (2.13)-(2.16). In our ap-
proach, a massless field is described by ket-vector (2.1) which satisfies the algebraic constraints
(2.2), (2.3). This implies that on space of ket-vector (2.1) we should realize the (anti)commutation
relations given in (2.13)-(2.16). We find the following realization for the spin operators and the
operator M2
Mηa = ηgρα¯
a + Aag¯ηη¯ , (2.21)
Mηη = ηη¯ , (2.22)
Mη = 0 , (2.23)
M2 = 0 , (2.24)
where we use the notation
Aa ≡ αa − α2 1
2Nα + d
α¯a , (2.25)
gρ ≡
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nρ
2s+ d− 4
)1/2
, g¯η ≡ −
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nη
2s+ d− 4
)1/2
. (2.26)
Let us make the following comment. Constraint (2.2) is well known in the literature. In the
earlier literature, in place of constraint (2.3), the following constraint was used (see, e.g.,Refs.
[21])
(α¯2 + 2η¯ρ¯)|Φ〉 = 0 . (2.27)
When using (2.27), relations (2.22)-(2.24) do not change, while the operator Mηa takes the form
Mηa = ηα¯a − αaη¯. In this paper, we suggest to use the algebraic constraint (2.3) because this
constraint turns of to be convenient for developing the BRST-BV formulation of AdS field which
is adapted to AdS/CFT correspondence. Study unconstrained BRST formulations may be found
in Refs.[22]. Ignoring the traceless constraints for the ket-vector (2.1) leads to BRST formulations
for reducible higher-spin fields, which, in the literature, are sometimes referred to as triplets (see,
e.g., Refs.[23]).
Massive fields. To develop the BRST-BV formulation of massive spin-s field we introduce Grass-
mann coordinate θ, Grassmann even oscillators αa, ζ and Grassmann odd oscillators η, ρ. The
oscillators αa transform as vector of the Lorentz algebra so(d − 1, 1), while θ and the oscillators
ζ , η, ρ transform as scalars of the Lorentz algebra. Using θ and the oscillators we introduce a
ket-vector
|Φ〉 = Φ(x, θ, α, ζ, η, ρ)|0〉 , (2.28)
which, by definition, satisfies the following algebraic constraints
(Nα +Nζ +Nη +Nρ − s)|Φ〉 = 0 , (2.29)
α¯2|Φ〉 = 0 . (2.30)
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Also, by definition, the field Φ (2.28) is Grassmann even. Note that algebraic constraint (2.30)
takes the same form as the one for massless field in (2.3).
To illustrate tensor fields entering ket-vector |Φ〉 (2.28), we note that the expansion of the ket-
vector |Φ〉 into the Grassmann coordinate θ and the Grassmann odd oscillators η, ρ takes the same
form as in (2.4)-(2.6). Note however that, for massive fields, the ket-vectors appearing on the right
hand side in (2.5), (2.6) depend not only on the vector oscillators αa but also on the scalar oscillator
ζ . For example, consider the ket-vectors appearing in (2.5). Taking into account (2.29), we find
that ket-vectors (2.5) depend on the oscillators αa, ζ as
|φI〉 =
s∑
s′=0
ζs−s
′√
(s− s′)! |φ
s′
I
〉 , |φs′
I
〉 = 1
s′!
αa1 . . . αas′φ
a1...as′
I (x)|0〉 , (2.31)
|c〉 =
s−1∑
s′=0
ζs−1−s
′√
(s− 1− s′)! |c
s′〉 , |cs′〉 = 1
s′!
αa1 . . . αas′ ca1...as′ (x)|0〉 , (2.32)
|c¯〉 =
s−1∑
s′=0
ζs−1−s
′√
(s− 1− s′)! |c¯
s′〉 , |c¯s′〉 = 1
s′!
αa1 . . . αas′ c¯a1...as′ (x)|0〉 , (2.33)
|φII〉 =
s−2∑
s′=0
ζs−2−s
′√
(s− 2− s′)! |φ
s′
II
〉 , |φs′
II
〉 = 1
s′!
αa1 . . . αas′φ
a1...as′
II (x)|0〉 . (2.34)
For massive field, ket-vectors appearing on the right hand side in (2.6) can be represented in terms
of tensor antifields in the same way as in (2.31)-(2.34).
To build BRST operator (2.12) we should find the spin operators which satisfy the (anti)com-
mutation relations (2.13)-(2.16). In our approach, the massive field is described by ket-vector
(2.28) which satisfies the algebraic constraints (2.29), (2.30). Thus, we should find a realization
of the spin operators on space of ket-vector (2.28). We find the following realization for the spin
operators and the operator M2
Mηa = ηgρζα¯
a + Aag¯ηζ η¯ , (2.35)
Mηη = ηη¯ , (2.36)
Mη = ηlρζ ζ¯ + ζl¯ηζ η¯ , (2.37)
M2 = m2 , (2.38)
where m in (2.38) stands for mass parameter and we use the following notation
Aa ≡ αa − α2 1
2Nα + d
α¯a , (2.39)
gρζ ≡
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ − 2Nρ
2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ
)1/2
, (2.40)
g¯ηζ ≡ −
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ − 2Nη
2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ
)1/2
, (2.41)
lρζ ≡ meζ
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ − 2Nρ
2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ
)−1/2
, (2.42)
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l¯ηζ ≡ meζ
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ − 2Nη
2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ
)−1/2
, (2.43)
eζ ≡
( 2s+ d− 4−Nζ
2s+ d− 4− 2Nζ
)1/2
. (2.44)
Gauge symmetries of action (2.11) take the same form as in (2.17), where, in place of ket-vector
|Φ〉, we should use the ket-vector |Φ〉 given in (2.28), while, in place of gauge transformation
parameter ket-vector |Ξ〉, we should use a ket-vector |Ξ〉 which is appropriate to massive field.
Namely, in the case under consideration, the ket-vector |Ξ〉 depends on the Grassmann coordinate
θ and the oscillators αa, ζ , η, ρ. Also, the ket-vector |Ξ〉 should satisfy the constraints which take
the same form as the ones for the ket-vector |Φ〉 in (2.29), (2.30),
|Ξ〉 = Ξ(x, θ, α, ζ, η, ρ)|0〉 , (2.45)
(Nα +Nζ +Nη +Nρ − s)|Ξ〉 = 0 , α¯2|Ξ〉 = 0 . (2.46)
3 Massless fields in AdSd+1
In this Section, we develop BRST-BV formulation of totally symmetric spin-s massless field in
AdSd+1 adapted to AdS/CFT correspondence. To this end we use the Poincare´ parametrization of
AdSd+1,
ds2 =
1
z2
(dxadxa + dzdz) , a = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1 . (3.1)
From (3.1), we see that, when using the Poincare´ parametrization of AdSd+1, only symmetries of
the so(d− 1, 1) algebra are manifest.
Field content. To describe field content entering the BRST-BV formulation we introduce Grass-
mann coordinate θ, Grassmann even oscillators αa, αz, and Grassmann odd oscillators η, ρ. The
oscillators αa transform as vector of the so(d − 1, 1) algebra, while θ and the oscillators αz, η,
ρ transform as scalars of the so(d − 1, 1) algebra. Using θ and the oscillators, we introduce a
ket-vector
|Φ〉 = Φ(x, z, θ, α, αz, η, ρ)|0〉 , (3.2)
where x, z stand for the Poincare´ coordinates xa, z of AdSd+1 space (3.1). By definition, field Φ
(3.2) is Grassmann even. Usual tensor fields depending on the space-time coordinates xa, z appear
by expanding ket-vector |Φ〉 (3.2) into the Grassmann coordinate θ and the oscillators αa, αz, η,
ρ. To discuss the spin-s massless field we impose the following algebraic constraints on ket-vector
|Φ〉 (3.2),
(Nα +Nαz +Nη +Nρ − s)|Φ〉 = 0 , (3.3)
α¯2|Φ〉 = 0 . (3.4)
Definition of the operators Nα, Nz, Nη, Nρ, α¯2 may be found in Appendix (see (A.4), (A.5)).
Constraint (3.3) implies that ket-vector |Φ〉 (3.2) is degree-s homogeneous polynomial in the os-
cillators αa, αz, η, ρ, while constraint (3.4) tells us that fields which are obtained by expanding the
ket-vector |Φ〉 (3.2) into the oscillators αa, are traceless tensor fields of the so(d− 1, 1) algebra.
We now illustrate tensor fields entering ket-vector |Φ〉 (3.2). First, we note that the expansion
of the ket-vector |Φ〉 into the Grassmann coordinate θ and the Grassmann odd oscillators η, ρ takes
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the same form as in (2.4)-(2.6). Second, the algebraic constraint (3.3) for massless field in AdSd+1
is obtained from the one for massive field Rd−1,1, (2.29), by making the substitution of the scalar
oscillators ζ → αz. This implies that, for massless AdS field, ket-vectors (2.5) are obtained by
making the substitution ζ → αz in relations (2.31)-(2.34),
|φI〉 =
s∑
s′=0
αs−s
′
z√
(s− s′)! |φ
s′
I
〉 , |φs′
I
〉 = 1
s′!
αa1 . . . αas′φ
a1...as′
I (x, z)|0〉 , (3.5)
|c〉 =
s−1∑
s′=0
αs−1−s
′
z√
(s− 1− s′)! |c
s′〉 , |cs′〉 = 1
s′!
αa1 . . . αas′ ca1...as′ (x, z)|0〉 , (3.6)
|c¯〉 =
s−1∑
s′=0
αs−1−s
′
z√
(s− 1− s′)! |c¯
s′〉 , |c¯s′〉 = 1
s′!
αa1 . . . αas′ c¯a1...as′ (x, z)|0〉 , (3.7)
|φII〉 =
s−2∑
s′=0
αs−2−s
′
z√
(s− 2− s′)! |φ
s′
II
〉 , |φs′
II
〉 = 1
s′!
αa1 . . . αas′φ
a1...as′
II (x, z)|0〉 . (3.8)
For massless field in AdSd+1, ket-vectors of antifields (2.6) involved in the BRST-BV formu-
lation can be represented in terms of tensor antifields in the same way as in (3.5)-(3.8).
BRST-BV Lagrangian. In the framework of BRST-BV approach, the general representation for
the gauge invariant action we find takes the form
S =
∫
ddxdz L , L = 1
2
∫
dθ〈Φ|Q|Φ〉 . (3.9)
BRST operator Q in (3.9) admits the following representation
Q = θ(✷−M2) +Mηa∂a +Mη +Mηη∂θ , (3.10)
where ✷ = ∂a∂a stands for the D’Alembert operator in Rd−1,1, while ∂θ stands for left derivative
of the Grassmann coordinate, ∂θ = ∂/∂θ. From (3.10), we see that the BRST operator is defined
entirely in terms of the operators M2, Mηa, Mη , Mηη . All these operators depend on the oscil-
lators. The operators Mηa, Mηη do not depend on the Grassmann coordinate θ, the coordinate of
AdS space, xa, z, and the derivatives ∂θ, ∂a, ∂z. The operators M2, Mη also do not depend on
the Grassmann coordinate θ, the boundary coordinates xa, and the derivatives ∂θ, ∂a. However the
operators M2, Mη depend on the radial coordinate z and the radial derivative ∂z. Equation Q2 = 0
leads to (anti)commutation relations given in (2.13)-(2.16).
Comparing (2.11), (2.12) and (3.9), (3.10), we note that the general structure of the BRST-BV
action we suggest in this paper for the description of fields in AdSd+1 is similar to the one for fields
in flat space Rd−1,1 suggested in Refs.[3]. We note that, it is the use of the Poincare´ parametrization
of AdS space (3.1) that allows us to cast the BRST-BV action into the form presented in (3.9),
(3.10).
To build BRST operatorQ (3.10) we should find the spin operators which satisfy the (anti)com-
mutation relations in (2.13)-(2.16). In our approach, the massless field is described by ket-vector
(3.2) which satisfies the algebraic constraints (3.3), (3.4). This is to say that we should build a
realization of the spin operators on space of ket-vector (3.2). We find the following realization for
the spin operators and the operator M2
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Mηa = ηgρzα¯
a + Aag¯ηz η¯ , (3.11)
Mηη = ηη¯ , (3.12)
Mη = ηlρzα¯
z + αz l¯ηz η¯ , (3.13)
M2 = −∂2z +
1
z2
(ν2 − 1
4
) , (3.14)
where the operators Aa, gρz, g¯ηz , lρz, l¯ηz , ν are defined by the relations
Aa ≡ αa − α2 1
2Nα + d
α¯a , (3.15)
gρz ≡
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nρ
2s+ d− 4− 2Nz
)1/2
, (3.16)
g¯ηz ≡ −
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nη
2s+ d− 4− 2Nz
)1/2
, (3.17)
lρz ≡ T−ν+ 1
2
ez
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nρ
2s+ d− 4− 2Nz
)−1/2
, (3.18)
l¯ηz ≡ −Tν− 1
2
ez
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nη
2s+ d− 4− 2Nz
)−1/2
, (3.19)
ν ≡ s+ d− 4
2
−Nz , (3.20)
ez ≡
( 2s+ d− 4−Nz
2s+ d− 4− 2Nz
)1/2
, (3.21)
Tν ≡ ∂z + ν
z
. (3.22)
For massless AdS field, gauge symmetries of the action (3.9) take the same form as in (2.17)
where, in place of ket-vector |Φ〉, we should use the ket-vector |Φ〉 given in (3.2), while, in place of
gauge transformation parameter ket-vector |Ξ〉, we should use a ket-vector |Ξ〉which is appropriate
to massless AdS field. Namely, in the case under consideration, the ket-vector |Ξ〉 depends on the
Grassmann coordinate θ and the oscillators αa, αz, η, ρ. Also, the ket-vector |Ξ〉 should satisfy the
constraints which take the same form as ones for the ket-vector |Φ〉 in (3.3), (3.4),
|Ξ〉 = Ξ(x, z, θ, α, αz, η, ρ)|0〉 , (3.23)
(Nα +Nz +Nη +Nρ − s)|Ξ〉 = 0 α¯2|Ξ〉 = 0 . (3.24)
We make the following two comments.
i) From relations (3.14), (3.20), we see that the operator M2 is diagonal on space of the ket-vector
|Φ〉. It is this property of the operator M2 that seems to be most attractive feature of our approach.
This is to say that it is the diagonal representation for the operator M2 that allows us in an easy
way to solve the equations of motion for AdS field, compute the effective action and hence to study
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AdS/CFT correspondence. For example, using the Siegel gauge |φ∗〉 = 0 and integrating over the
Grassmann coordinate θ, we verify that Lagrangian (3.9) takes the form
L = 1
2
〈φ
I
|(✷−M2)|φ
I
〉 − 1
2
〈φ
II
|(✷−M2)|φ
II
〉+ 〈c¯|(✷−M2)|c〉 . (3.25)
For the first time, Lagrangian (3.25) was obtained in Ref.[18] by using the standard Faddeev-
Popov procedure. Obviously, Lagrangian (3.25) leads to decoupled equations of motion and this
considerably simplifies the study of AdS/CFT correspondence (see Ref.[18]). Note that, when
passing from L (3.9) to L (3.25), we made the substitution |c¯〉 → −|c¯〉.
ii) In Ref.[24], using light-cone gauge, we demonstrated that arbitrary spin massless field in
AdSd+1 can be presented as direct sum of massive fields Rd−1,1 with continuous mass spectrum.
The BRST-BV formulation we developed in this paper allows us to demonstrate this fact for gauge
massless field in AdSd+1 and massive fields in Rd−1,1 in a straightforward way. To this end we use
the new notation |ΦAdSd+1(x, z)〉 for the ket-vector of massless AdS field |Φ〉 (3.2). The ket-vector
of massive field |Φ〉 (2.28), after the substitution ζ → αz, will be denoted as |ΦRd−1,1(x,m)〉. We
now suggest the following interrelation for the ket-vectors |ΦAdSd+1(x, z)〉 and |ΦRd−1,1(x,m)〉 by
using the Bessel transformation with respect to the radial coordinate z,
|ΦAdSd+1(x, z)〉 =
∞∫
0
dmZν(mz)(−)Nz |ΦRd−1,1(x,m)〉 , Zν(z) ≡
√
zJν(z) . (3.26)
We prove relation (3.26) in the following way. We use the notation GAdSd+1 for the operators given
in (3.11)-(3.14). After the substitution ζ → αz in (2.35)-(2.38), the operators given (2.35)-(2.38)
will be denoted by GRd−1,1 . Now, in order to prove interrelation (3.26) we should verify that the
following relation
GAdSd+1|ΦAdSd+1(x, z)〉 =
∫
dmZν(mz)(−)NzGRd−1,1 |ΦRd−1,1(x,m)〉 (3.27)
holds true. Operators Mηa, Mηη given in (2.35), (2.36) and (3.11),(3.12) obviously satisfy the
relation (3.27). For operators Mη , M2 given in (2.37), (2.38) and (3.13),(3.14), the relations (3.27)
can easily be proved by using the following identities for the function Zν defined in (3.26)
αzTν− 1
2
Zν = Zνα
z , T−ν+ 1
2
α¯zZν = −Zνα¯z , Tν− 1
2
Zν = Zν−1 , T−ν− 1
2
Zν = −Zν+1 ,
(3.28)
where the operators ν, Tν are defined in (3.20), (3.22). Note that operator M2 (3.14) can be
represented as M2 = −T
−ν+1
2
Tν− 1
2
.
Realization of relativistic symmetries. Relativistic symmetries of fields in AdSd+1 are described
by the so(d, 2) algebra. In our approach, only symmetries of the so(d− 1, 1) algebra are manifest.
Therefore we should build the realizations of symmetries of the so(d, 2) algebra on space of gauge
fields and antifields entering the ket-vector |Φ〉 (3.2). As the symmetries of the so(d−1, 1) algebra
are manifest in our approach, it is reasonable to represent the generators of the so(d, 2) algebra
in the basis of the so(d − 1, 1) algebra. In such basic, sometimes to be referred to as conformal
algebra basis, the so(d, 2) algebra is given by the translations P a, dilatation D, conformal boosts
Ka, and generators of the so(d − 1, 1) algebra, Jab. We use the following commutation relations
for the generators
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[D,P a] = −P a , [P a, J bc] = ηabP c − ηacP b ,
[D,Ka] = Ka , [Ka, J bc] = ηabKc − ηacKb , (3.29)
[P a, Kb] = ηabD − Jab , [Jab, Jce] = ηbcJae + 3 terms.
On space of fields and antifields entering the BRST-BV approach, we find the following general
realization for generators of the so(d, 2) algebra
P a = ∂a , Jab = xa∂b − xb∂a +Mab , D = xa∂a +∆ ,
Ka = −1
2
x2∂a + xaD +Mabxb + Ra , (3.30)
∆ ≡ z∂z + 2θ∂θ +Mηρ + d− 1
2
, (3.31)
Ra = −1
2
z2∂a −Mzaz + 2θMρa . (3.32)
Operators Mab, Mza, Mηρ, Mρa (3.30)-(3.32) do not depend on the Grassmann coordinate θ, the
coordinates of AdS space xa, z, and the derivatives ∂θ, ∂a, ∂z . These operators depend only on
the oscillators. On space of ket-vector |Φ〉 (3.2), we find the following realization for the operators
Mab, Mza, Mηρ, Mρa,
Mab = αaα¯b − αbα¯a , (3.33)
Mza = Azα¯a + AaA¯z , (3.34)
Mηρ = Nη −Nρ , (3.35)
Mρa = ρfηzα¯
a + Aaf¯ρzρ¯ , (3.36)
where the operator Aa is defined by relation (3.15). In (3.34)-(3.36), we use the following notation
Az ≡ αzeηρz + hzρηα¯z ,
A¯z ≡ −eηρzα¯z − αzη¯ρ¯hz ,
fρz ≡
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nρ
2s+ d− 4− 2Nz
)1/2
,
f¯ηz ≡
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nη
2s+ d− 4− 2Nz
)1/2
,
eηρz ≡ ez
((2s+ d− 4− 2Nz)(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nη − 2Nρ)
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nη)(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz − 2Nρ)
)1/2
,
hz ≡ 2ez
(
(2s+ d− 4− 2Nz)(2s+ d− 6− 2Nz)
)−1/2
, (3.37)
where the operator ez is defined in (3.21).
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Symmetries of the osp(d − 1, 1|2) superalgebra. From relations (3.13), (3.14), we see that the
operators M2, Mη depend not only on the oscillators but also on the radial coordinate z and the
radial derivative ∂z. Therefore, on the one hand, consider the spin operators Mηa, Mηη , (3.11),
(3.12), which depend only on the oscillators. On the other hand, from the expressions for the gen-
erators of the relativistic symmetries (3.30)-(3.32), we see the appearance of other spin operators
Mηρ, Mρa, Mab. Our observation is as follows. If to the set of spin operators Mηa, Mηη , which
enter the BRST operator, and the set of spin operators Mηρ, Mρa, Mab, which enter the generators
of the relativistic symmetries, we add the spin operator Mρρ, defined by the relation Mρρ = ρρ¯,
then we obtain the osp(d − 1, 1|2) superalgebra. In other words, we deal with the following spin
operators
Mab︸︷︷︸
so(d−1,1)
, Mηρ,Mηη ,Mρρ︸ ︷︷ ︸
sp(2)
, Mηa,Mρa︸ ︷︷ ︸
coset
, (3.38)
which satisfy the (anti)commutation relations of the osp(d− 1, 1|2) superalgebra,
[Mab,M ce] = ηbcMae + 3 terms, (3.39)
[Mηρ,Mηη] = 2Mηη ,
[Mηρ,Mρρ] = −2Mρρ ,
[Mηη ,Mρρ] = Mηρ , (3.40)
[Mηρ,Mηa] = Mηa ,
[Mηρ,Mρa] = −Mρa ,
[Mηη ,Mρa] = Mηa ,
[Mρρ,Mηa] = Mρa , (3.41)
[Mηa,M bc] = ηabMηc − ηacMηb ,
[Mρa,M bc] = ηabMρc − ηacMρb , (3.42)
{Mρa,Mηb} = ηabMηρ +Mab ,
{Mηa,Mηb} = −2ηabMηη ,
{Mρa,Mρb} = 2ηabMρρ . (3.43)
For each generator X of the osp(d − 1, 1|2) superalgebra, we introduce the notion of q-charge
by using the relation [Mηρ, X ] = qX . Then using (anti)commutation relations (3.39)-(3.43), we
recall that the osp(d− 1, 1|2) superalgebra admits the Kantor decomposition
Mρρ︸︷︷︸
q=−2
, Mρa︸︷︷︸
q=−1
Mηρ,Mab︸ ︷︷ ︸
q=0
, Mηa︸︷︷︸
q=1
, Mηη︸︷︷︸
q=2
(3.44)
Fields involved into the BRST-BV formulation are classified according the representations of
the osp(d− 1, 1|2) superalgebra. This fact is well known for fields in Rd−1,1 and it is still true for
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fields in AdSd+1. Also, it is well known that the BRST-BV formulation of fields in Rd−1,1 involves
the spin operators Mηa, Mηη , which enter the BRST operator, and the spin operators Mab, which
enter the generators of the Lorentz algebra so(d− 1, 1). The spin operators Mηa, Mηη , Mab form
sub-superalgebra of the osp(d − 1, 1|2) superalgebra. From our study, we learn that, for the case
of AdSd+1, the BRST-BV formulation turns out to be more interesting. Namely, in this case the
BRST-BV formulation involves the spin operators Mηa, Mηη , which enter the BRST operator,
and the spin operators Mηρ, Mρa, Mab, which enter the generators of the relativistic symmetries
algebra so(d, 2). The set of the spin operatorsMηa, Mηη Mηρ, Mρa,Mab do not form superalgebra.
Note however, if to the just mentioned set of the spin operators we add the spin operatorMρρ = ρρ¯,
which appears in anticommutator (3.43), then we get the osp(d − 1, 1|2) superalgebra. Note also
that, in the generators of the so(d, 2) algebra, the spin operator Mρa appears together with the
Grassmann coordinate θ (see (3.32)). Therefore, anticommutator (3.43) does not contribute to the
commutation relations of the so(d, 2) algebra.
In conclusion, we note that we developed the BRST-BV formulation of totally symmetric ar-
bitrary spin massless fields in AdS space. Our approach might have interesting applications in a
study of various problems of higher-spin fields in AdS space. Namely, we note the problem of the
BRST-BV formulation of mixed-symmetry fields [25]. Other interesting problem is the BRST-BV
formulation of interacting higher-spin fields [26, 27, 28]. Application of the BRST-BV approach
to conformal fields in AdS space [29] also seems to be of some interest.
Acknowledgments. This work was supported by the RFBR Grant No.14-02-01171.
Appendix A Notation and conventions
Vector indices of the so(d − 1, 1) algebra take values a, b, c, e = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1. To simplify our
expressions, we drop the flat metric ηab = (−,+, . . . ,+) in the scalar product : XaY a ≡ ηabXaY b.
We use the Grassmann coordinate θ, θ2 = 0. The left derivative for the θ is denoted as
∂θ = ∂/∂θ, while the integral over θ is normalized as
∫
dθθ = 1. Creation operators αa, αz,
ζ , η, ρ and the corresponding annihilation operators α¯a, α¯z, ζ¯, ρ¯, η¯ are referred to as oscillators.
(Anti)commutation relations, the vacuum |0〉 and the hermitian conjugation rules are defined by
the relations
[α¯a, αb] = ηab, [α¯z, αz] = 1, [ζ¯ , ζ ] = 1, {ρ¯, η} = 1 , {η¯, ρ} = 1 , (A.1)
α¯a|0〉 = 0 , α¯z|0〉 = 0 , ζ¯|0〉 = 0 , η¯|0〉 = 0 , ρ¯|0〉 = 0 , (A.2)
αa† = α¯a , αz† = α¯z , ζ† = ζ¯ , η† = η¯ , ρ† = ρ¯ . (A.3)
The oscillators αa, α¯a and αz, α¯z, ζ , ζ¯, η, ρ¯, ρ, η¯ transform as the respective vectors and scalars
of the Lorentz algebra so(d − 1, 1). Derivatives of the coordinates xa, z are denoted by ∂a ≡
ηab∂/∂xb, ∂z ≡ ∂/∂z respectively. We use the following notation for the products of the oscillators
and the derivatives
✷ ≡ ∂a∂a α2 ≡ αaαa , α¯2 ≡ α¯aα¯a , (A.4)
Nα ≡ αaα¯a , Nz ≡ αzα¯z , Nζ ≡ ζζ¯ , Nη ≡ ηρ¯ , Nρ ≡ ρη¯ . (A.5)
Hermitian conjugation rules for the coordinates and the derivatives are defined as (xa, z, θ)† =
(xa, z, θ), (∂a, ∂z, ∂θ)
† = (−∂a,−∂z, ∂θ). Hermitian conjugation rule for the product of two oper-
ators A, B having arbitrary ghost numbers is defined as (AB)† = B†A†.
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The ghost numbers of αa, αz, ζ are equal to zero, the ghost numbers of θ, η, ρ¯ are equal
to 1, and the ghost numbers of ∂θ, η¯, ρ are equal to -1. The ghost numbers of ket-vectors in
(2.5),(2.6) are defined as eigenvalues of the external Faddeev-Popov operator denoted by Next
FP
.
The eigenvalues of Next
FP
are found from the relation (N int
FP
+Next
FP
)|Φ〉 = 0, where the realization
of the internal Faddeev-Popov ghost operator N int
FP
on space of ket-vector |Φ〉 (2.4) is given by the
following relation N int
FP
= θ∂θ+Nη−Nρ. Using this rule, we find the ghost numbers of ket-vectors
appearing in (2.5), (2.6),
gh(|φI〉) = 0 , gh(|c〉) = 1 , gh(|c¯〉) = −1 , gh(|φII〉) = 0 , (A.6)
gh(|φI∗〉) = −1 , gh(|c∗〉) = −2 , gh(|c¯∗〉) = 0 , gh(|φII∗〉) = −1 . (A.7)
As the ghost numbers of the oscillators αa, αz, ζ and the vacuum |0〉 are equal to zero, the ghost
numbers of the ket-vectors (2.5), (2.6) coincide with ghost numbers of tensor fields which are
obtained by expanding the ket-vectors (2.5), (2.6) into the oscillators αa, αz, ζ . We note also,
that ghost numbers of the gauge transformation parameters are found from the following relation
(N int
FP
+Next
FP
+ 1)|Ξ〉 = 0.
Bra-vectors 〈Φ|, 〈φI,II| and ket-vectors |Φ〉, |φI,II〉 are related by the following hermitian conju-
gation rules: 〈Φ| = (|Φ〉)†, 〈φI,II| = (|φI,II〉)†. Bra-vectors and ket-vectors of the Faddeev-Popov
fields are related as 〈c| = (|c〉)†, 〈c¯| = −(|c¯〉)†, while, for the Faddeev-Popov ghost tensor fields,
we use the following hermitian conjugation rules: ca1...as′† = ca1...as′ , c¯a1...as′ † = −c¯a1...as′ .
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